
We have a selection of wooden and metal under-desk

pedestals avilable in different colours and sizes to suit all

requirements. We also offer a range of premium under

desk adjsutable CPU

holders, with mobile

or mounted options.

We have a range of stylish, premium desktop

screens to compliment our X series of desking.

The profile used to manufacture the screen

frames has been design to also double up as a

toolbar and therefore accomodates accessories

such as monitor arms & organiser trays.

All 3 styles of frames are avilable in the same 2

finishes as the X series of desks.

WORKPLACE

DESKS & TABLES

Bench desking, perfect for multi-personnel
office environments. Easily arranged as single or
back-to-back desks which can be made in to
long runs for any number of operators

X3

Our cantilever desks are perfect for the home or
workplace. Option of standard rectangular desk
or adding an L shaped return. Can be arranged
in long runs for multi-personnel

X2

XD2 X20

X10 X8

Executive desks / tables for high end
installations. Mainly used for Boardroom and
Meeting rooms tables. Frames can suit Rect,
Square, Round Oval, Barrell Tops

Our Premium height adjustable desks. Utilises
LINK lifting mechanism for high quality
performance. Choice of single or back-to-back
frames. Option to include privacy screen.

Our flip top / tilt top tables are available in a
choice of widths & lengths. We also offer a
folding chair which hooks on the frame & table
top connects to make larger arrangements.

Our trumpet style tables are available in 3
heights to suit all requirements. Choice of base
finishes along with a wide range of square and
round tops to suit.

DESK SCREENS

UNIVERSAL FIT

Our universal fit screens

use a clamp system

meaning they can fit on

any desktop between 18

and 38mm thick.

ALUMINIUM
9006

WHITE
9003

INTERMEDIATE FIT

Our Intermediate fit

screens are designed for

back-to-back bench

desks fixing to the

underside of the tops on

both sides

X3 FIT

Our X3 screens are

designed to work

excusivley with our X3

bench desks, offering a

We can supply the screens complete with a

choice of panel or as just the frames only

allowing customers to put their own panels in to

complete the screen. We offer a choice of

Acrylic PMMA or Fabric panels as standard:

Our standard range of desk tops are made from quality 25mm thick MFC top (Melamine Faced

Chipboard) with 2mm thick ABS (Acrylnitril Butadien Styrol) Edging and 2mm Radius all round. We

offer the following finishes as standard:

DESK TOPS

CARDONA

BEECH

MERIDA

CHERRY

SALAMANCA

OAK

PEARL

WHITE

PEARL

GREY

PEARL

BLACK

MIRAGE
RED

MIRAGE
IVORY

MIRAGE
BLUE

MIRAGE
GREY

MIRAGE
GREEN

CHAIRS

Our range of operator office and desk chairs starts with standard economy options all the way to

the premium executive chairs. Our website shows the full range, or please contact our sales team

if you cant see what you are looking for.

All of our chairs are avilable with a wide choice of options and configurations including, arms,

lumbars and castors / bases. As standard we list most popular colours but we can offer these

chairs in a wide choice of fabrics so please contact us for more information.

G1 STANDARD F1 TILT A1 MESH

ADVANTAGE
BLACK

ADVANTAGE
CLIPPER

ADVANTAGE
GRANITE

ADVANTAGE
RED

ADVANTAGE
TRENT

ACCESSORIES

To compliment our range of desks and tables we offer a

full selection of cable management solutions, including

under desk cable baskets, cable ports and cables snakes.

We have a range of quality single screen and dual screen

monitor arms which have various mounting options

including grommet fit, clamp fit and toolbar mounting.

Our ranfge includes a number of gas lift options, along

with a choice of colours.

To Desktop power solutions for

desks and tables including flush

pop up sockets, motoroised

revolving sockets and grommet

hole sockets

with options

of Power,

Data, USB

charge, HDMI

etc.

MONITOR ARMS

CABLE MANAGEMENT PEDESTALS & STORAGE

DESKTOP POWER

ALUMINIUM
9006

WHITE
9003

FRAME FINISHES

BRIGHT CHROME OPTION

Cant see what you're looking for?
Our desking is fully scalable and modular so we can easily accomodate custom desk
configurations and layouts so dont hesitate to get in contact with our sales team today with
details of your requirements and we will be happy to help you out.

www.box15.co.uk | sales@box15.co.uk | 01295 565001




